
Created on Thursday 11 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fluffy Friend
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2307

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 46.87 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

2 Wolves
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2565

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Music of Flowers
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2522

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fresh Water
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2564

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50x40 cm

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Wind Of Thunder Indian War Horse
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2563

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm. x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 12 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower Satisfaction
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2525

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 12 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Angel in the Garden
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2485

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50x40 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 12 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Fairy with Kitten
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2496

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x40 cm.

Price: € 46.87 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 12 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Irises
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2577

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x70 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

St. Bernard pup
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2416

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30x40 cm.

Price: € 31.28 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Blue-Eyed Cat
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2517

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30x20 cm.

Price: € 20.54 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 31 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Little Koala
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2529

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 31 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Unicorn in Love
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2530

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 31 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Indian Fox
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2532

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 73



Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Kitten
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2533

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x30 cm.

Price: € 20.54 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Wise Dragon
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2535

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30x40 cm.

Price: € 31.28 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 16 of 73



Created on Sunday 31 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Little Turtles
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2536

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Dreaming Dog
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2537

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30x40 cm.

Price: € 31.28 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Sunday 31 October, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Angel
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2557

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Racoon in the Tree
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2561

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x60 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Three Pink Poppies
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2562

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x70 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Paris Bridge
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2568

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70x40 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Tigers
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2569

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70x40 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Wolves
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2570

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50x40 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Astrology Skull
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2573

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Provance Windmill
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2579

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Winter bullfinches
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2584

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x70 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Lavender Daylight
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2586

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50x40 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

To the Distant Shores
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2604

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Poppies
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2621

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50x40cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sailing Ships
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2623

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Red Rose
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2624

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Girl in Sunflowers
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2625

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Girl in Lavender Field
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2626

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 12 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Poppy Field
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2627

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Autumn Unicorn
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2677

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Romantic Hippo
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2694

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Romantic Fox
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2695

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cat Love
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2696

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Bear with the Heart
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2698

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 19 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Little Tiger
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2700

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

In Love
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2702

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Rainbow Unicorn
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2703

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Racoon
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2705

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cactus
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2706

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Coffee Cat
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2707

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Cat with the Rainbow
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2708

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Leo
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2709

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Little Owl
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2711

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20X20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 13 November, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Sea Collage
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2801

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size:40x40 cm.

Price: € 46.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower Fantasy
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2519

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40X50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower appeasement
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2521

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40X40 cm.

Price: € 46.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower Tenderness
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2523

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40X50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flamingo
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2572

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40X50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 13 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Winter
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2581

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40X50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Best Friend
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2715

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40X50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Paris
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS714

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm. x 50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Flower Affection
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2527

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x40 cm.

Price: € 46.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 13 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Playful Unicorn
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2531

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 13 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Winter Landscape
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2608

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70x40 cm.

Price: € 60.88 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 13 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Christmas Santa
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2697

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20x20 cm.

Price: € 16.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Bird
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2713

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x40 cm.

Price: € 46.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 13 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Waterfall in the mountains
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2716

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do and
suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond" projects
are made by simply completing an image, with small
synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the protective fil
on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas and place the
crystals, by following the provided color/symbol key:
do not remove the protective film completely at once
and just apply the crystals with the tweezers (also
included), trying to push them slightly and placing
them as close as possible to each other and... You'll
see your project grow up and get more and more
breath-taking, step by step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x70 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 December, 2021

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Winter Houses
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2719

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x40 cm.

Price: € 46.87 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Colourful Fox
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2543

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30x40 cm.

Price: € 31.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Colourful Owl
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2544

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30x40 cm.

Price: € 31.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 29 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Squirrel Totem
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2567

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 30x40 cm.

Price: € 31.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 May, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Puppy and Butterfly
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2675

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40x30 cm.

Price: € 31.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 September, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Coffee Time
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2553

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 20 cm x 20 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 September, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Hibiscus Paradise
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2575

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 50 cm x 40 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 September, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Racoon with Threads
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2576

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 40 cm x 50 cm.

Price: € 49.53 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 September, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Autumn Landscape
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2606

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70 cm x 40 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 September, 2022

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting

Mountain Lake
da: Crafting Spark

Modello: SCHNEO-CS2717

A highly creative and entertaining hobby, for an
amazing result!
Brand new and straight from the East, A brand new
creative idea, straight from theEast! It's Diamond
Painting (though also known as Diamond Stitching
and Diamond Mosaic) and guarantees an amazing
result, ideal for wonderful home decor! Easy to do
and suitable even for little ones, all "Diamond"
projects are made by simply completing an image,
with small synthetic crystals.
All you have to to is removing part of the
protective fil on the pre-printed, adhesive canvas
and place the crystals, by following the provided
color/symbol key: do not remove the protective
film completely at once and just apply the crystals
with the tweezers (also included), trying to push
them slightly and placing them as close as possible
to each other and... You'll see your project grow up
and get more and more breath-taking, step by
step.
The kit includes: pre-printed canvas, acrylic
rhinestones (crystals), tweezers and crystal box.
Size: 70 cm x 40 cm.

Price: € 71.86 (incl. VAT)
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